
 sion. But it provides a useful starting point,
 and that is what I appreciate.

 This hook helps teaching macroeconomics
 in developing countries like ours in a rigorous

 way. It I were using it as a text, I would
 supplement it with others such as Bhaduri,4
 aind Rakshit.5 Blhaduri 's book to introduce the
 student to the work of Kalecki (whose name

 aippeairs in Jha's bibliography but not in the
 inidCex), and Rakshit's for its analysis of the
 dualism mnodel. Both would serve to round
 olf the material lor the Indian student. From

 tlhere the student can move On to other things,

 fro example Pasinetti's recenit work on struc-
 turail econiomic dynamics," althoughi this would
 hc ai big jump as issues of technology, learn-
 ing. alnd other- things will have to be brought
 in trom elsewhere.

 Othier books that have recently appeared
 would make a student's life easier and also
 ald to the valuc ot an Indian macroeconomics

 course: lor example, those by Pulapre
 Balakrishnan,7 Narendrai Jadhav,x and Uma
 Datta Roy Chaudhuri." I am also surprised to
 see no reference to the work of Prabhat Patnaik:
 lor example his 1984 R C Dutt lectures.'" But
 then, one cannot cxpect everything from Jha:
 he has done enough. aind provided us with
 an excellent text. Something must be left for
 the teachers themselves to dio.

 Notes

 I Therc is at view that economic analysis
 is ahout proving interesting theorems;
 policy is the business of those who make

 value judgments. If the initial distribution

 of income and wealth leads to an equilib-
 rium that is not satisfactory, then that
 should be changed. How this is to bc done
 is not addressed. In macroeconomics such
 detachment is not very easy.

 2 Paul A Baran and Paul M Sweezy. Mono-

 poly Caqpital, Monthly Review Press, New
 York, 1976. Thiis inay be seen as develop-
 ing on the earlier ideas ot M Kalecki,
 7'Th/e- of Economic D)Ynanics. London,

 1965. and Joseph Steindl. Maturity' and
 .Stagnation in American capitalism. MR
 Press, New York, 1976.

 3 See his collected papers.

 4 Amit Bhaduri, Macroeconomnics: The Dv-
 nanlics of Commiiiod(ity- Pr-odu/c'tionl,
 Macmillan, New Delhi. 1983.

 5 Mihir Rakshit, Labhour Surplus Econ'omJ11y: A

 Neo Kevnesian Approach, Mcmillan, New
 Delhi, 1982.

 6 Luigi L Pasinetti. Structurcal Economnic
 Dvnamnics: A Tlheoi \ of the Economic Co'n-
 sequences of Hun1bian Learning, Cambridge
 University Press, Cambridge, 1993.

 7 P Balakrishnan, Pricing and inflation
 in India. Oxford University Press.
 Delhi. 1991.

 8 Monetalry Econontics.for India, Macmillan,
 New Delhi. 1995.

 9 NationalInconteAccounts, Macmillan, New
 Delhi, 1995.

 10 Time. Inflation anad Griowth: Some
 Macroeconomic Themes in an ln(lian
 Per.spective, Orient Longman, Hyderabad,
 1988. This is part of Patnaik's effort at
 developing a relevant macroeconomics
 for India.

 Ignorance, Arrogance and Vietnam War
 M S Shivakumar

 In Retrospect: The T'ragedy and Lessons of Vietnam by Robert S McNamara
 with Brian VanDeMark, Times Books, USA, 1995; pp xviii + 414, $ 27.50.

 A brief note on lhc timing, style and events
 that surrounded thc launiching of this book
 might be revealing. It was released in March/
 April 1995 when Vietnam was preparing itself

 to celebrate thc 20th anni versiar y ol its victory
 oveU lIS, and the ccrnitomious integration ot
 south and norith into one nation. During that
 timc t1S-Vietnam dialogue on normalisation
 ol (diplomatic relations was progressing well:
 inideed, in August 1995 secretary of state
 Warren Christopher-visited Hanoi and opened
 the tIS consulate signifying 'return of the
 norial' era. Robert McNainara. author of the
 hook under review and a tormer US detence
 Secretary, is expected to visit Vietnam early
 October 1995 lor the tirst time since the war.
 He will join at group ol historians and archi-
 vists. who hope to per-suade Hanoi to take part
 in a conlerence on the Vietnam war in the
 latter hlalf ot 1996. This effort is eKpected to
 use the documiients on the conflict which are
 now regularly declassified, initiate discus-

 sions and record 'facts' of that war. It is
 sponsored by the New York-based Cuncil on
 Foreign Relations.

 In April, McNamara came to Kennedy
 School of Government, Harvard University,
 to seek publicity for his book and declared

 that "in continuing the Vietnam war we were
 wrong, terribly wrong". Old emotions re-
 turned with a vengeance and as he spoke a
 small group of protesters milled near the

 building's entrance. They were mainly Viet-
 nam war veterans, not angry students who in
 1966 forced McNamara, at the height of the
 Vietnam war, to flee through the campus'

 underground tunnels. Several veterans
 screamed: 'There are several indications that
 you had doubts as early as 1965. Now you
 tell us that we fought, lost and several died
 for 'geopolitical reasons'. Is this not a vulgar
 explanation'? Your book and your presence
 is an obscenity." Unforgiving veterans wanted
 to know why McNamara did not stop the war

 when he realised - revealed tor the lirst time
 in this book that it was a lost cause. To such

 comments and angry protests, McNamara
 pleaded understanding and provided his ver-
 sion of the situation then: "We all believed

 that if the US let Vietnam go, communist

 China and the Soviet Union would be tempted
 to flex their muscles elsewhere in the world-

 and a nuclear confrontation would be all but
 inevitable". And he concluded thus: "I don't

 agree with that analysis now. At that time the
 danger of communist aggression was very
 real and very substantial. In retrospect, US
 could have withdrawn on any one of several
 occasions - between 1963 and 1973 - and the
 dire predictions would not have materialised."

 Lastly, while the sight of the aged and sad
 McNamara on his intensive tour to promte
 this book, alternately grovelling and pleading
 for understanding or even acceptance of his

 personal sorrow every moment of the way,
 has prevented many in US from reading it,
 in anger or disgust - but Vietnam grabbed
 and published a pirated Vietnamese version
 otfthis book in May 1995 by the Hanoi-based,
 state-owned National Political Publishing
 House. This pirated Vietnamiiese version was
 rcleased with an additional prel.ace by the
 local publishers which maintained that:
 "McNamara's assessment and conclusionis
 may be different, even contrary, to ours;
 nevertheless we hope this book will provijIe
 our readers with useftil information, helping
 us to a deeper understanding of our nation's
 struggle... After three decades, we have some
 one talking on our sufferings and sacrifices."

 For several reasons, In Retrospect is a must
 read. This is the most detailed book from the
 highest-ranking US policy-maker we ever
 heard on the most brutal and barbaric Viet-
 nam war. All three of the important presidents
 who relentlessly escalated the Vietnam con-
 flict in the late 1 950s through mid- 1 970s died

 without casting much useful light on the history

 of what is generally known as 'McNamara's
 War'. More crucially, one has to read it because
 of the stories 'I was there' feature. In addition,
 this book has several fascinating and pro-
 vocative narrations that match the confes-

 sions of a serial killer. For the first time, new
 material from Kennedy and Johnson presi-

 dential archives is researched and published.
 As the blurb to the book notes: "We hear

 presidents talk; we sit in on secret meetings,
 we read private cables, and we hear the voices

 and arguments of the men who battled over
 America's Vietnam policy". It provides deep
 insights into US administration, its defence
 establishment and the CIA.

 This book is divided into I 1 chapters with
 a detailed appendix, bibliography and notes
 wherein McNamara appropriately examines
 the mechanics, lapses, politics, enthusiasm
 and senselessness - especially irrationalities
 - involved in war-making at the highest level' s

 of the world's superpower. The contents oi
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 this book can be divided into three broad
 parts. One, McNamara's years under two
 presidents, i e, John F Kennedy (January 1961
 to November 1963): and Lyndon Johnson
 (November 1963 to his departure from Pen-

 tagon in February 1968) where he provides
 a broad and sharp overview as to how did the

 US administration [and presidentsl arrive at
 decisions'? Two, McNamara looks at a few
 important particular incidents that generated
 intense debate and controversy. Forexample:
 (a) the Tonkin Gulf Congressional Resolu-
 tion of August 1964; (b) The six months
 between January 28 and July 28, 1965 saw
 the US embark on a course of massive mili-
 tary intervention in Vietnam, an intervention
 that ultimately destroyed Lyndon Johnson's
 presidency and polarised America like noth-
 ing since the civil war; and (c) periodical
 bombing 'pauses' that were expected to bring
 "Vietnam to the negotiating table". How did
 such incidents condition the course of the

 events'? How did the US administration handle
 such crisis situations? Three, McNamara re-

 sponds to persisting questions such as: Was
 the Vietinam war inevitable'? Did US really
 learn lessons from the Vietnam war?

 BACKGROL NI')

 During the early 1950s and particularly
 after the beginning of the Korean war, the
 Americans saw France's colonial war in
 Indochina as an importanit part of the world-

 wide struggle against communist expanlsion-
 ism. By 1954. US military aid to the French

 raciched US $ 2 billion (at 1950 rates). In 1950.
 about 35 US soldiers arrived in Vietnam as

 part of the US military assistance audvisory
 group, ostensibly to instruct troops receiving
 US weapons how to use them; American
 troops remained on Vietnamese soil for the
 next 25 years. At about the samiie time. US
 State Department was rumbling withi rccrimi-
 nations over who was to blamiie for 'losing
 China' to commuinismn - later. it recognised
 that Bao Dai's government as; a reaction to
 those events. From that point to date, US
 policy in Indochina has beeni a r eaction against
 whatever the communists dLo.

 When the last French battailion left Victnam
 in April 1956. the US soldiers. numbering a
 few hundred, assumiied resp onsibility for
 training the South Vietnamese military. As
 the military position ol the South Vietnamese
 govcrnment continued to deteriorate, the
 Kennedy adiministration ( 1 961-63) sent morc
 and morc military aidvisors to Vietnam. Despite

 crowing opposition in the UJS, president
 Johnson and his successor. Nixon. continued
 to pour American troops into Vietnam, at the
 samletimebegiin inig 'negotiations' with Nonh
 Viceitnam leaders. Mil lions ot refugees poured
 into other nation.s. In 19)69. the U2S be"an
 secretly brombing neiglhbourin*g nationsi like
 Cambodial and Laos. This new escalation
 infulriatied prev iously quiescent elements of

 the American public, leading to bitter anti-
 war protests. Australia, New Zealand, South

 Korea, Thailand and the Philippines sent
 military personnel to South Vietnam as part

 of what the Americans called the 'Free World
 Military Forces', whose key purpose was to

 intemationalise the American war effort and
 thus confer upon it legitimacy. In April 1975,

 US forces left Vietnamese soil and leaders
 of South Vietnam surrendered to the North

 commencing integration of two zones into
 one nation.

 WAS THE VIETNAM WAR JUSTIFIED?

 McNamara succinctly (and page after page)

 agrees that continuation of Vietnam war was
 notjustitied; however, he is silent on "whether

 the beginning of the war itself was based on
 some sound reasons?". On this question he

 provides a round-about response. He admits
 that during Vietnam crisis US administration
 was pursuing efforts to 'contain' spread of
 communism. and operated on two premises
 which were contradictory, viz, the fall of
 South Vietnam to communism would threaten

 the security of the US and the western world;
 and, that only the South Vietnamese could

 defend their nation, and that America should
 limit its role to providing training and logis-

 tical backing.
 In support of this, he extensively quotes

 several meetings, discussions and notes ex-
 changed. In particular, he mentions the meeting

 between the then president Eisenhower and
 president-elect Kennedy on January 19, 1961.
 "We cover-ed an immense number of subjects
 that afternoon, but the emphasis was on
 Indochina... focus in that part of the discus-
 sion was actually on Laos, not Vietnam.
 President Eisenhower stated that Laos is the
 present key to the entire area ot south east
 Asia. It ILaos were lost to the communists.
 it would bring in an unbelievable pressure
 to bear on Thailand, Cambodia and South
 Vietnam... If Laos is lost to the free world,
 in the long run we will lose all of south east
 Asia". Thus, at the time of transition of presi-
 dents, Indochina was seen as the test-case for
 US in implementing its '3213containment'
 policy of communist expansionism. In bare
 words, the earlier principal argument by the

 US administration that it was Hanoi's quest
 for regional hegemony that forced the Ameri-
 can intervention and invasion now stands
 erroneous.

 Did the US policy succeed'? Certainly not,
 asserts McNamara and deduces that "we badly
 misread China's objectives and mistook its
 bellicose rhetoric to imply a drive for regional

 hegemony. We also underestimated the na-
 tionalistic aspcct of Ho Chi Minh's move-
 ment... we equated Ho Chi Minh with Fidel
 Ca.stro...such ill-Ibunded judgments were
 accepted without debate by the Kennedy
 administration, as they had been by its Demo-
 cratic and Republican predecessors... The

 foundations of our decision-making was
 gravely flawed" (pp 32-33). Then, McNamara-

 makes an. inventory of 'eleven key events'
 that logically emerge as "errors of omission

 and commission" of US ledership and admin-
 istration. However. defence historians and

 analysts argue that these key events could not
 be examined in isolation but are to be studied
 as part of the 'containment' policy of US. for
 example, vis-a-vis Cuba or China; neverthe-
 less, they squarely place the burden of respon-
 sibility on the US administration for this
 misdemeanour in Indochina.

 In his effort to make the reader 'understand

 the situation', he returns repeatedly to the
 overwhelming dilemma of the US-Vietnam
 war. On the one hand, America was primarily
 dedicated to assuring South Vietnam's right

 to determine its own future, knowing that if
 the country failed to help itself, the mission
 had failed. On the other hand, McNamara and
 all his colleagues saw almost daily evidence
 that the South Vietnamese were dodging hard
 work and depending on the US to assure self-
 determination. Nevertheless, he avoids dis-
 cussing the arrogance of US in claiming that
 it could do the job. Overall, intervention in
 Vietnam began only to 'contain' communism
 and was never expected to develop as a major
 war. There was no sound geopolitical reasons

 either. Thus, the US intervention remains as
 an unwarranted action with no rational foun-
 dation.

 ESCALATION OF WAR

 McNamara claims that US never declared
 war and had no direct interests in its outcome.
 Then how did the war intensify'? Was the
 escalation based on better understanding of
 the circumstances? He acknowledges with a
 strong 'no'. For example, here is the personal
 confession in regard to Asia when he assumed
 post as det'ence secretary and knowledge of
 other mcmbers: "... I had never visited
 Indochina, nor did I understand or appreciate
 its hiistory. language. culture or vailues. The
 same must be said, to varying degrees. about
 president Kennedy and others. When it came
 to Vietnatn we tound ourselves setting policy

 f'or a region that was terrc incog'niia... with
 innocence anr confidence we approached
 Vietnain in the early days of' the Kennedy

 administration... We lacked experience deal-
 ing with crises. Finally, and perhaps most
 importantly, we were contfronting problems
 for which there were no ready. orgood answers.
 I fear that, in such circumstances, govern-
 ments - and, indeed, most people - tend to
 stick their heads in the sand. It may help to
 explain, but it certainly does not excuse, our
 behaviour" (pp 37, 39 and 40). Those at the
 helm of at'ffairs were ill-inl'ormed or had no
 bwetter understalnding of'Asia, and presumably

 decisionsi takenl were p)oor and irrational.
 According to him apparent change hap-

 pened by the f;all of' 1961 as guerrilla infil-
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 tration from North Vietnam into South
 Veitnam had increased substantially, and the

 Vietcong had intethsitied their attacks on
 Diem's government. At this stage senior

 officials suggested that the US recast its

 policies in a "transition from advice to part-
 nership". On November 8, 1961 McNamara
 submitted a brief to president Kennedy agree-

 ing with the above policy change. Thus, he
 was instrumental in arriving at the wrong

 decisions based on inadequate reading of the
 situation. Contradictorily, he claims that in

 line with above policies and efforts, the US
 actually began planning for the phased with-
 drawal of its forces in 1963, a step adamantly
 opposed by those who believed it could lead
 to the loss of South Vietnam and, very likely,
 all of Asia (pp 30). Did this 'containment'
 of communism policy work in the US's favour'?

 McNamara claims that way back on No-

 vember 8, 1961 he was uncomfortable with
 the decision that allowed additional reinforce-
 ments to be sent to South Vietnam and offers
 some evidence in his defence: "As soon as

 I sent the memo to the White House, I started
 worrying that we had been too hasty in our

 advice to the president. For the next couple
 ot' days, I dug deeper into the Vietnam prob-
 lem. The more I probed, the more complex
 the situation appeared to be and uncer-

 tainties of our ability to deal with it by mili-
 tary means became apparent. I realised that
 seconding Taylor-Rostow had been a bad
 idea" (pp 38-39). Highly catastrophic deci-
 sions were taken despite personal ignorance.

 On the strategies he says: 'The jont chiefs
 agreed we should prepare plans for US air
 strikes against North Vietnamese targets and
 the Ho Chi Minh Trail with the objective of
 destroying Hanoi's will to fight and its ability
 to continue to supply the Vietcong. That, in
 conjunction with our later ground effort,
 eventually became the military strategy we
 followed in subsequent years" (pp 152). How
 did this and other such strategies fail?

 If one agrees with the claims of McNamara

 then it was the defence establishment which
 consistently furnished a 'rosy' picture and
 repeatedly asked for more 'reinforcement of
 men and supplies'. Civilian administration
 merely obliged them as implementing the
 'containment policy' was considered as criti-
 cal for the 'free world'. Nevertheless, he
 provides clues to his personal involvement
 in decision-making that conf'irms the impres-
 sion that Vietnam crisis was 'McNamara's
 war'. Overall, he admits that: once you had
 "US soldiers fighting and dying". the admin-
 istration was forced to protect and support
 them, including committing more troops and
 funds. Consequently, the war was escalated.
 But this fails to explain the severity ol' the
 war.

 It is obvious that US was not prepared to
 accept a long war while the Vietnamese were

 determined to fight until theend. At the battle-
 field, some of the fundamental mistakes of

 the American administration had devastating
 consequences for the US troops. The gradual
 escalation, for example, in the hope that each
 step would prove the last, meant only that the
 US had surrendered the initiative to its rivals.
 Similarly, US strategists simply assigned each
 pilot 100 air raids, an arbitrary number as-
 sumed as near-victory figure. As documents
 now establish, US pilots were more con-
 cerned with staying alive than hitting their
 targets. It was a kind of involvement for
 which neither American society nor its mili-
 tary were prepared.

 He admits that the personal understanding
 and knowledgeofs eniorottficials of the White
 House was weak. Therefore, several 'crisis

 management teams' and networks to mohilise
 information were established. At the defence
 department and US aidministration, there were
 many tiers of information gathering, sharing
 and decision-making, viz, White House cabi-
 net, defence establishment, CIA and several
 'Vietnam' committees were based in US. In
 South Vietnam (and in other bases like Thai-
 land or Philippines) ambassador and diplo-
 matic personnel, field leaders of military and
 informants formed a cluster of decision-mak-
 ing. Interestingly, McNamara has good words
 for the CIA and their assessment. In addition
 to such information routes, during his tenure,
 McNamara personally made several week-
 end trips to Vietnam or Hawaii for 'consul-
 tations'. In spite of such well-organised in-
 formation and analysis network, US's perfor-
 mance was woeful.

 He argues that: "Some critics have asserted
 that the US lacked a military strategy in
 Vietnam. In fact, we had one-but its assump-
 tions were deeply flawed. Beneath Westy's
 [Westermoreland] strategy lay the implicit
 assumptions that pacification and bombing
 would prevent the communists from offset-
 ting losses inflicted by US and South Viet-
 namese army forces through recruitment in
 the South amid war and to reinforce from the
 North in the face of our air attacks" (pp 210).
 Finally, he agrees that: "All these assump-
 tions proved incorrect. We did not force the
 Vietcong and North Vietnamese army to fight
 on our terms. We did not wage an effective
 anti-guerrilla war against them. And bombing
 did not reduce the infiltration of men and
 supplies into the South below required levels
 or weaken the North's will to continue the
 conflict" (p 211).

 A close reading of the works of other
 defence historians, analysts, journalists and
 McNamara's book itself shows that US
 administration was not willing to look at the
 realities but remained inflated with its gains
 made during the second world war, Korean
 interventions, etc. Finally, he concludes that
 'the best and the brightest Americans led us
 into tragedy"!

 The closest the US came to a declaration

 of war in Vietnam wa.s the Tonkin Gulf
 Resolution of August 1964. The events sur-

 rounding the resolution generated intense

 controversythat continues to this day. It was
 an important turning-point in US strategy as
 two American destroyers, the Maddox and

 the Turner Joy, claimed to have come under
 'unprovoked' attack while sailingoffthe North
 Vietnamese coast. Here McNamara's argu-
 ments remain illogical. On the Tonkin Gulf

 incidents and congressional resolution he
 writes: "The key questions and my answers

 are these: lal Attacks by North Vietnamese
 patrol boats against US destroyers reported-
 ly occurred on two separate occasions -
 August 2 and August 4. 1964. Did the at-

 tacks actually occur'? Answer: The evi-
 dence of the first attack is indisputable. The
 second attack appears probable but not
 certain" (p 128).

 In this reasoning McNamara overlooks vast
 intormation now available which convinc-

 ingly establishes that the first attack took
 place while the Maddox was in North Viet-
 namese territorial waters assisting a secret
 South Vietnamese commando raid and that

 the second attack simply never took place.
 He continues: "At the time - and still more
 so in later years - some elements of Congress
 and the public believed the Johnson admini-
 stration deliberately provoked the attacks in
 order to justify an escalation of the war and

 to obtain, under a subterfuge, congressional
 authority lor that escalation. Does this view

 have any merit. Answer: None at all" (p 128).

 Even here his reasoning is faulty. In fact,
 a few days after the Tonkin incidents were
 reported, an indignant [and misled] Congress

 almost unanimously [only two senators dis-
 sented] passed theGulf of Tonkin Resolutioni,
 which gave the president the power to "take

 all necessary measures to prevent further ag-
 gression". Until its repeal in 1970, the reso-
 lution was treated by UJS presidents as a blank
 cheque to do whatever they chose in Vietnam
 without congressional regulation. Such an
 analysis even he agrees rather reluctantly:
 "The fundamental issue of Tonkin Gulf Reso-
 lution involved not deception but, rather,
 misuse of power bestowed by the resolution.
 ...Congress expected l'ull consultation before
 expansion of US forces in Vietnam... (p 142).
 However, that was not to be; substantial evi-

 dence is now available to prove that Congress
 was not fully kept informed of the develop-
 ments in Indochina, and public received mas-
 sive propaganda material of the US admini-
 stration. For example, William Shawcross in
 an excellent analysis ot Nixon administration's
 manipulation of power demonstrates as to
 how the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution was used

 by the US administration for many years. and
 how decisions made in Washington affected
 the lives of one particular and distant people
 of which the Congress was not probably aware

 of [Side.show, The Hogarth Press, 1979].
 Did the US administration mismanage only

 the Vietnam war? It will be a definite 'no'
 if the fresh material McNamara provides (as
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 an appendix to this book and known for the
 tirst time) on the Cuban Missile Crisis of 1962
 that brought Soviet Union, US and Cuba to
 the verge of war is accurate. But what was

 not known then, and is not widely recognised
 today, was how close the world came to the

 brink ot nuclear disaster in 1962 based on
 "distorted information, misjudgment, and
 miscalculationi" (pp 338-40). He admits that
 the experience ol the Cuban Missile Crisis

 makcs clear that so long as superpowers

 possess large inventories of nuclear weapons,
 the world will face the risk of their use!
 Despite such possible threats, periodical
 mismanagement and bungling by the US ad-
 ministration, he pleads: "The point I wish to
 emphasise is this: human beings are fallible.
 We all make mistakes. In our daily lives, they

 are costly but we try to learn from them. In
 conventional war, they cost lives, sometimes
 thousands of lives. But if mistakes were to
 affect decisions relating to the use of nuclear
 torces, they would result in the destruction
 of whole societies. Thus, the indefinite com-

 bination of human tallibility and nuclear
 weapons carries a high risk of a potential

 catastrophe" (p 342). This is a remarkable
 transformation of a war hawk to a peace dove!

 Vietnam war was known in US as
 'McNamara's war'. Anti-war sentiment was

 solid in US and elsewhlere, and continued to
 be directed at McNamara personally too.

 Sometimes, as he claims, it came from very
 close circles such as an incident of Jackie
 Kennedy's outburst at him. Despite such

 sentiments McNamara claims that public
 support for US intervention in Vietnam was
 strong and only 'students and misled youth'
 were protesting against the continuation of

 the war. He writes: "What disturbed me most
 during my campus visits was the realisation
 that opposition to the administration's Viet-
 nam policy increased with the institution's

 prestige and the educational attainment of its
 students".

 He further writes: "From early 1966 through
 mid-1967, public support for the admini-
 stration's Vietnam policy remained surpris-
 ingly strong, despite rising US casualties and

 increasing media scrutiny of the war"; later,
 he quotes a columnist and writer on public
 opinion thus: "If there is a movement of
 opinion in the country it is toward seeking

 a military solution to what is generally re-
 garded as a frustrating stalemate" (p 152).
 Everyone knows that western administrations
 rely muchon mediaand public opinion surveys

 that are periodically carried out on key issues.
 However, no one, even at the highest level
 ot administration, had failed to challenge the
 reliability or relevance of such surveys, where
 the information base was generally weak and
 knowledge of media persons on such matters
 was also questionable.

 McNamara was in charge of actually run-

 ning the Vietnam contlict. He alone had the
 unique and ultimate responsibility to inform

 the president of his doubts or his opposition
 to continuing it. Why did McNamara abstain
 from counselling against the war that he now
 perceives as a 'doomed crusade'? Even his

 last important memo to the president on May
 19, 1967 - one day before he lost his job as

 defence secretary - 'should have' recom-
 mended ending the war. But it did not. At that

 time he had no excuse. Now, in retrospect,
 he thinks he had the duty to help Kennedy

 and Johnson, not least because each was, after
 all, the president. It is here one cannot accept

 his pleas for 'understanding'. In other words,
 his loyalty to his masters was given priority;

 probably knowing it was wrong, he would do
 the same thing again! One can assume that

 he was reeling with power - previously he
 had held no government position and had no

 military experience when president Kennedy
 appointed him - or one can imagine he was

 just impetuous. Either way, there is no 'les-
 son' here. There is no solution to this problem
 of blind loyalty whether implied or imparted.

 Post-war books can be broadly classified
 into three groups. First, written by defence
 analysts who scrutinise the "military strengths
 and weaknesses alongside strategies adopted".
 Second, political personalities or joumnalists,
 who-prefer to write a memoir and generally
 opt to "set the record straight" which may
 include a commentary on the political scene.

 Third, social science researchers who pay

 attention to pre- and post-war trauma faced

 by the people, and the nature of socio-political
 processes. McNamara's memoir does not fall
 into any of these categories. As we observed
 in this review, in sum, this book fails to "set

 the record straight", complicates basic issues
 of the war, provides some excuses whereas
 explanation to the events was expected, and
 lastly, pleads guilt 'in style'.

 Vietnam war was fought by two nations
 who are geographically apart, profoundly dif-
 fer in their respective levels of economic
 development, their cultLure and their philo-
 sophy. It is clear that the mistakes of the US
 administration in Vietnam reflect funda-

 mental differences between two societies
 that leaders like McNamara never under-

 stood. In the end, it is obvious that US simply
 could not accept the fact that its global su-
 premacy was challenged by a 'tiny Asian'
 nation, and consequently war was intensified

 despite numerous loss of men and resources.
 The Vietnam war was the aftermath of

 Japan's traumatic impact upon Indochina after
 1941, France's later effort to restore a de-
 pleted colonialism and America's decision to

 intervene to 'contain' the spread of commu-
 nism. None-of them adequately understood
 the nationalist spirit of Vietnamese. It was this

 overriding context thatcaused themajorevents
 in Vietnam after 1943, including its immense

 sacrifices, and effectively challenge three of

 the world's superpowers. It is sometimes said

 that the post-cold war world will be so dif-
 ferent from the world of the past that the

 lessons of Vietnam will be inapplicable or of
 no relevance to the 21 st century. It is not so.
 At least three points quoted as lessons by
 McNamara remain relevant even today which

 are: "(1) We misjudged them - as we have
 since - the geopolitical intentions of our ad-
 versaries, and we exaggerated the dangers to

 the US of their actions; (2) We viewed the
 people and the leaders of South Vietnam in
 terms of our own experience. We saw in them
 a thirst for - and a determination to fight for
 - freedom and democracy. We totally mis-
 judged the political forces within the country;
 and (3) We failed then - as we have since
 -to recognise the limitations of modern, high-
 technology military equipment, forces, and
 doctrine in confronting unconventional, highly
 motivated people's movements. We failed as
 well to adapt our military tactics to the task

 of winning the hearts and minds of people
 from a totally different culture" (pp 321-23).

 These are lessons to the US administration
 which constantly throttle many developing
 nations on issues such as democracy or human
 rights; still bombing Serbs' hopefully expect
 them to come over to the negotiating table.
 More than this key message, there is no new
 lesson one can gain from this book.

 Vietnam, after all, was a war that changed
 America more than any event in the last

 century, even ignoring the deaths and prob-
 lems in Vietnam and across south-east Asia

 and the world. Cambodia and Laos, the two
 neighbouring nations, generally referred to
 as a 'sideshow' to the Vietnam war, had been
 almost obliterated, with hundreds of thou-
 sands dead in the intervening processes.

 Available evidence provides a horrifyinig
 testament to the destruction of small, neutral

 nations through the violent and corrupt out-
 look of superpower policy-makers. McNamara

 is also deceptively silent on the sufferings of
 Cambodia and Laos.

 For 30 years the world had asked Robert
 McNamara what he had to say about the
 Vietnam war and his role in it. With this book

 that wait was over. For McNamara the spread
 of the fighting and of US bombing are not
 matters to be discussed; the flood of peasants
 off the.land, fleeing the warfare and then the
 growing cruelty is not relevant. He has no
 interest in the collapse of the society in
 Indochina. Indeed. In Retrospect illustrates
 more forcefully and more conclusively than
 any of his critics could do that for McNamara
 Vietnam was a stepping stone in his long
 career, its people expendable in the great

 game of large nations. Then there is little
 doubt McNamara now suffers anguish, al-
 though of course he lacks no creature com-
 forts in his declining years. He will die as he
 lived for more than 30 years - wealthy,
 pampered, and cared for. Whereas US con-

 tinues to engage in fallacious military inter-
 ventions in many parts of the world, and still

 Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos suffer from the
 legacy of that unjust war.
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